Presenter: Brian Bourne

WELCOME TO SECTOR 2009
New at SecTor 2009

- Focus on relevancy and practicality
- Increased hands-on opportunities
  - Enterprise Demo Lab
  - Hardware Hacking Village
  - Forefront Virtual Labs
  - The Academy Video Area
  - Lockpick Village
  - SecTor Contest
- Networking Opportunities
- SecTor 2009 Canadian IT Security Awards
LinkedIn
- http://www.linkedin.com/groupRegistration?gid=941897

TASK
- http://www.task.to

Twitter
- Officially: @sectorca
- Personally: @brianbourne
- Official hash tag: #sectorca
Advisory Committee

- Robert Beggs
  - @digitaldefence
- Brian Bourne
  - @brianbourne
- Rodney Buike
  - @rbuike
- Robert Buren
- Bruce Cowper
  - @brucecowper
- Mark Fabro
- Peter Giannoulis
  - @theacademypro
- Leigh Honeywell
  - @hypatiadotca
- Stephen Ibaraki
  - @sibaraki
- Dave Lewis
  - @liquidmatrix
- Sheldon Malm
  - @smalm
- Dave Millier
  - @sentrymetrics
- Brian O’Higgins
- Eldon Sprickerhoff
  - @theeldon
- Gord Taylor
  - @rg0d
Canadian IT Security Awards

Non Commercial Product Category

Winner
ESENTIRE INC.

Runner Up
DEFENSIO WEB SERVICE
Canadian IT Security Awards

OVERALL SOLUTION CATEGORY

WINNER
SENTRY METRICS INC.

RUNNER UP
ENTERASYS
Logistics

- Wireless Networking
- Merchandise
- Hackers for Charity
- Sponsor booths
- Meals and breaks
- Session breakout rooms for tracks:
  - 104AB, 104 CD, 103AB
- Check your guide for full event details
We value your opinion!
Please remember to fill out and submit your feedback forms
Alternatively, you can email your thoughts to management@sector.ca
Over 15 years of experience in high-profile global roles in:
- Network and information security architecture
- Engineering, operations and management
- Focus on virtualization and Cloud Computing security.

Current
- Doing nothing until he finds something more fun to do or his wife goes mad and sends him to Starbucks to pretend to work.

Past
- Unisys Corporation’s Chief Security Architect
- Crossbeam Systems' chief security strategist
- CISO for a $25 billion financial services company
- Founder/CTO of a national security consultancy.